surf2

design by inch...

Don’t limit yourself to modular sizes listed in a catalog - surf2 tables are available in 1 inch
increments from 24 inches to 96 inches and surface depths starting at 18 inches. Tops can be
shaped however you need them- including (but not limited to) designing around computer
equipment or with cockpits to improve the user reach envelope.
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PICK FRAME - specify 2, 3 or 4 leg model straight, 90°, or 120° corner configuration
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SPECIFY DIMENSIONS - length, width and depths
for all sides - choose foot lengths
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DESIGN SURFACE - frame, laminate and edge
colors - specify grommets, cut-outs and shapes
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ADD UPGRADES - heavy duty legs, cantilever
conversion kit, monitor arms, wire management,
CPU holders, keyboard mechanisms, casters,
shelves and mobile pedestals
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90° U-shape
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ORDER - sketch, scribble or digitally design...
simply send your plan to SIS-USA inc. and we will
provide you with a custom solution that fits your
working environment!
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surf2

full range height-adjustable electric
workstation that meets ANSI-BIFMA standards

mount electric/voice/data
receptacles on or in the desk tops

attach geneSIS flat panel
display arms to increase adjustability
v2

laminate top with 3mm
plastic edge in any shape
for ultimate flexibility

surf2 workstations
surf2—something for everyone!
With over 30
years of experience supporting office workers with
adjustable desking, SIS-USA designed surf2 electric
height adjustable workstations to:
• offer sit-to-stand workstation adjustment

for the entire ANSI-BIFMA recommended
range—fitting the 5th percentile female and
95th percentile male—so more people work
more comfortably and productively.
• allow full-depth file pedestal or CPU mounting

locations anywhere under the worksurface
to support different work styles and needs.
sit-to-stand adjustment
from 22.1” - 48.6” meets
ANSI-BIFMA standards
NO LOWER CROSSBAR
permits maximum space for adjustable
keyboard mechanisms, under-desk mounted
CPU holders, cash drawers or
full depth mobile pedestals

straights, 90°,
and 120° corner
configurations

available in 2, 3 and 4 leg models
standard lifts 150 lbs per leg
heavy duty lifts 250 lbs per leg

available for frame-only
applications using existing
worksurfaces

conversion
kit

surf2 foot

surf2 3-leg
cornerflex

new sleek foot design available
in 17”, 24” & 30” lengths
allows for maximum clearance

surf2 electric
all 3 and 4 leg surf2 tables
feature a post leg with round base
on corner positions

table upgrades
SIS-USA offers easy-to-install upgrades that
add flexibility and provide a greater return on
your workstation investment.

workstation—at a very competitive price!

surf2 offers unlimited potential for office workers to
be comfortable and productive, clients to design
their own workstations, and facilities managers to
choose great solutions today that will continue to
be great solutions tomorrow.

desk height or under
surface mobile pedestals

column mounted
CPU holders

klipZ & zipZ
wire management

surf2 programmable
switch with readout

surf2 table guide
more
space

standard
frame

future
flexibility
through
reconfiguration—simply change crossbars
that correspond to different work surface
sizes and shapes and you save 90% of your
original investment but still have the new
work station shape and size you need.

• give you all of this—a full featured sit-to-stand

surf2 cantilever conversion kit
With the surf2 cantilever conversion
kit you maximize undersurface
clearance for mounted accessories
like keyboard arms, CPU holders,
and drawers—ideal for shallow
worksurface depths.

• enable

standard with electronic
controls for smooth adjustment
from sit-to-stand positions.
Digital display and multi-setting
controls available.

adjustment mechanism:

electric

adjustment speed:

Standard:
Heavy Duty

height range:

1.5” second
.75” second

22.1” - 48.6” single surface

duplex surface: keyboard:
Keyboard tilt:

+6”, -5.75”
+9°, -15°

leg style:

offset “T” leg , cantilevered available

capacity:

150 lbs per leg - standard
250 lbs per leg - heavy duty

upgrades:

casters, CPU holder, computer
shelf and voice data receptacles

assembly:

4 & 5mm allen wrench (supplied)
phillips screw driver

frame options:

geneSISv2 - fully adjustable
FPD arm system available
in gas, crank or electric to
support single or multiple
flat panel monitors

non textured

table configurations:
120˚

overhead
storage options
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